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Science Writing, Wikis, and Collaborative 
Learning in the Laboratory

Mike O’Donnell, Trinity College Dept. of Biology



Science Education Reform

• Science education should be inquiry-based

• Student-centered, active learning

• Collaborative groups

• Teaching laboratories should be place for 
investigations

American Assoc. for the Advancement of Science (1989)
National Science Teachers Association (1989)
National Research Council (1996)
Commission on Undergraduate Education in the Biological Sciences (1969)
Biological Sciences Curriculum Study (1970s)



New pedagogy not needed; just use new 
ways to engage them in that pedagogy

• Millennials are team-oriented, risk-averse, 
digital natives
o Strengths = capacity for collaborative work; 

use of new technology

o Weaknesses = high levels of stress; risk-averse; 
poor metacognitive skills



Inquiry-driven laboratories

• Get students to participate in process of doing 
science
– Making observations

– Posing questions

– Incorporating outside sources of info

– Planning and conducting investigations

– Using tools to gather, analyze, and interpret data

– Proposing answers, explanations, and predictions

– Communicating the results



Students fail to see 
the purpose of the 
lab report

Writing to learn

Lab reports as 
authentic science 
activity; not simply a 
summary of 
experiment



Science is collaborative!

• We had them go separate 
ways to write individual 
reports

• Need to emphasize that 
writing is an important 
part of the collaborative 
process of science

•Advantages of collaborative 
writing...BUT...



Using Wikis for collaborative lab 
reports

A web space where groups can collaborate, 
share, build, and review content online



•Wiki history provides way to 
assess student contributions

1. Writing is messy
2. Writing is a socially collaborative act
3. Wiki technology is a tool that enables 

writers to get into the mess and the social 
nature of writing

(Loudermilk-Gaza and Hern. 2005, Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi)



Wikis for Millennials

• Team-oriented

• Risk-averse

• Digital natives

• Metacognitive skills
• Assignments focus on strategies, planning, etc.

• Opportunities for self-assessment and reflection

• Opportunities for peer review



Wiki logistics

• Wiki module in Moodle
“Separate Groups” mode

• One wiki per group

• Can view & edit only 
their group’s wiki

• Practice wiki

• Structured organization
– Intro, Methods, Results, Discussion

• Clearly defined student roles



Student roles

Wiki Section Draft Review process Final Draft

Title Group effort everyone Group effort

Abstract Group effort everyone Group effort

Introduction Bob everyone Bob

Methods Carol everyone Carol

Results Carol everyone Carol

Discussion Ted everyone Ted

Literature Cited Group effort everyone Group effort

Overall (PI) = Bob



Assessment

• Report rubric

•Wiki contributions





Outcomes

• Objective learning outcomes (Direct)
– Better engaged in science process

• Metacognitive outcomes (Indirect)
– Focus on report not as end product for grade, but 

as way of reflecting on investigation

– Iterative process of writing

– Reflective assessments

• Collaboration outcomes (Indirect)
– Learn to resolve challenges as a group

(West & West. 2009. Using Wikis for Online Collaboration. 
San Francisco: John Wiley & Sons)









End-of-semester evaluation
71% agreed:

• Relative to writing individual reports (as in Biol 182 last 
semester), writing group reports helped me think 
about the strengths and weaknesses of my own 
writing

64% agreed:

• Relative to writing individual reports (as in Biol 182 last 
semester), writing group reports helped my 
confidence in my ability to write scientifically

• ...helped my understanding of the concepts presented 



End-of-semester evaluation
90% agreed:

• The amount of work during lab sessions was 
appropriate to the time available (77% agreed 
previous year)

87% agreed:

• The total workload for the lab was appropriate 
(74% agreed previous year)



Typical responses

Positive:

• “It made effective use of my time during the year. The lab 
reports offered a chance to more fully investigate the labs we 
conducted without the effort of writing a whole lab report. At 
the same time we were able to learn how to write better 
because of the feedback from our group and also by 
observing other’s work.”

Negative:

• “Using the wiki was fine but I hated having group projects I 
felt like my grade in this class suffered because of my group 
members and their inefficiency to get their work done.”



Future use?

• Expand wiki use
• Include pre-lab preparation, in-lab notebooks, 

repository for raw data and stats, literature summaries, 
etc. more of an “e-portfolio”

• Solve technical problems
• New version of Moodle has vastly superior Wiki

• Assessment
• Post-test scoring of reports for understanding of 

science and science process
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